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ABSTRACT

Using harmonic superspace techniques, we construct a new field realization of the Vira-
soro algebra. The main conformal objects are U{ 1) Cartan tensors instead of the 17(1) Lorentz
ones. The new conformal model, which admits moreover a d = 2 (4,0) global supersymmetry is
constructed out of the infinitely relaxed HST and FS hypcrmultiplets. The conformal current T*4*
together with the harmonic superspace OPE rules are given. The Virasoro algebra and the harmonic
superspace Schwarzian derivative S** are also derived.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, much interest has been shown in the study of the conformal algebra
and its extensions. They are used in the understanding of the superstring dynamics and the statistical
models of critical phenomena.

The conformal algebra is an infinite Lie algebra and has a natural realization in two di-
mensional free field theories [1,2]. There, the main objects are the SO(2) ~ U{ 1) Lorentz scalar
x{ z, z) and the spinor V>±i /2 ($±i it) fields together with the stress energy momentum tensor T±i •
The latter is the generator of the conformal transformations on the D = 2 Euclidean space (the con-
plex plane). The conformal current is reducible in two components carrying U( 1) Lorentz charge
as they are built out from two dimensional Lorentz representations.

In this paper, we derive a new realization of the Virasoro algebra using the harmonic
superspace method. Our idea consists to exploit the conformal structure of the SU( 2)/U( 1) ~
S2 sphere used in the harmonization of the (4,0) ordinary superspace [3,4]. This can easily be
achieved by replacing the U( 1) Lorentz charges of the standard two dimensional conformal field
theory by U{ 1) Cartan (SU( 2) subgroup) charges. Two dimensional Lorentz fields are therefore
replaced by U( 1) Cartan representations. For example, to the Lorentz tensors dt, x, ^-1/2(^-1/2)
and the current T!_2 correspond respectively to the (7(1) Cartan representations: D** ,ui,4>*, {$*)
and the quantity T**. These objects, however, have a natural interpretation in the two dimensional
(4,0) harmonic superspace with an SU( 2) automorphism group [3,4]. They describe respectively
the harmonic derivative [5], the infinitely relaxed HST and FS hypermultiplets [6,7] and finally the
new element, namely, the conformal current.

Among our results, the obtention of the new conformal model which reads for the case
of the unconstrained two dimensional (4,0) hvpermuln'plet w as:

(11)

The superfield current 7*+ together with the conformal properties of this model are encoded in the
following harmonic superspace operator product expansions (OPE):
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where uf • u j = uj"'' • u^i- The isodoublets ut and its complex conjugates t*~ = u+l are the
welt-known harmonic variables [5]. Note that similar formulas may be written down for the un-
constrained hypermultiplets tj>* and ^+,



The presentation is as follows: In Section 2, we start by recalling briefly the idea of the
harmonic superspace (HS) method. All the material we need is collected in Appendix A. Then we
introduce the two dimensional (4 ,0) infinitely relaxed hyperm illtiplets as they play the central role
in our realization. First we recall the standard D = 2 (4 ,0) hypermultiplets, then we define the
n-fold relaxed hypermultiplets, n is a non negative integer. After that we construct the conformal
model leading to the new realization of the Virasoro algebra. To avoid repetitions we study in
detail the case of the hypermultiplet u only. The 4>* (tj>*) conformal theory goes along the same
lines. Actually, we have chosen the (4,0) model rather than the (4,4) one in order to illustrate the
passage from the Lorentz representations to the (/(I) Cartan tensors. This correspondence allows
us also to guess immediately the solutions of the new constraint equations. At the end of this, we
give the conserved quantities and above all the conformal superfield current T*+.

In section 3, we study the harmonic superspace diffeomorphisms generated by the confor-
mal current T**. They are given by SZA = C\ ZA where £A = A —(Z/C\ D+* and their classical
algebra is calculated. Then we derive the conformal properties of the Cartan tensor fields. The latter
are completely characterized by the Cartan charge g and their conformal weight h are shown to be
equal to q/2. In Section 4, we develop the harmonic superspace OPE and the harmonic superspace
integration rules.

In Section S, we derive the Virasoro algebra and in Section 6 we calculate the harmonic
superspace Schwarzian derivative S**( 1,2). The last Section is devoted to the conclusion.

Finally, in Appendix A, we give the harmonic superspace tools needed for our study. In
Appendix B, we derive the conformal properties of the harmonic superspace derivatives and the
integral measure dZ~^~.

2. THE INFINITELY RELAXED HYPERMULTIPLETS

We start this section by describing briefly the fundamentals of the two dimensional (4,0)
harmonic superspace method. Points in this superspace are parametrized by the supercoordinates
(ZA,z) where ZA = (za,9$l8+,u±),za = z + BZB; + 6;()+. The letters A and o related to ZA and
za are not indices, they refer to the word analytic. The basic superspace covariant derivatives are the
harmonic ones D** and D—, the spinor derivatives DI and D*_ and finally the antiholomorphic
derivative d%. We recall hereafter, the superspace realization of the harmonic derivative D** as it
plays the main role in this formalism:

D = u •

The supercommutators as well as our conventions are collected in Appendix A.

(2.1)

Harmonic superfields ^ ( Z A , z) are functions defined on the harmonic superspace (HS),
and carry £/( 1) Cartan charges q [5]. They are C/( 1) Cartan tensors. These superfields satisfy the

obvious analyticity condition

= 0 (2.2)

and contain an infinite set of degrees of freedom as required by the unconstrained off shell formu-
lation of the D = 2 N = 4(D-4,N = 2) sypersymmetric theories. Only the two particular and
interesting cases g = 0 ,1 will be considered in the present study. We shall refer to them as the
HST and FS hvpermultiplets, respectively [3,4].

Furthermore, as in four dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric theories [6] a wide variety
of two dimensional off shell (4 ,0) representations with a finite number of auxiliary fields can be
produced by imposing proper constraints on the harmonic superfields. These constraints cut an
infinite tail of auxiliary components leaving then a finite number of degrees of freedom. They
usually appear in the action through couplings to Lagrange multipliers. The general form of these
constraints linear in the superfields tf>' is given by

= 0; (2.3)

where n is an arbitrary non negative integer.

Now we turn to introduce the infinitely relaxed hvpermultiplets. We first define the n-
fold relaxed hypermultiplets [6,7] and then we consider the infinitely relaxed ones.

2.1 The T>-relaxed hypermultiplets

As already mentioned, there are two (dual) kinds of hypermultiplets. The so-called HST
hypermultiplet and the FS one [5,6]. They are respectively described by the analytic superfields w
and <{>* satisfying the constraint equations

D**lu) = 0;

D+*<i>* = 0 . (2.4)

Actually, these relations restrict the independent degrees of freedom carried by w and <j>+ to 4 + 4
as required by D = 2 N = 4 on shell sypersymmetry. In D = 4 N = 2 supersymmetric
theories in HS, these linear constraints are nothing else that the supertield equations of motion
obtained by varying the free action. In the free two dimensional (4,0) sypersymmetric theories,
however, Eqs.(2.4) are true constraints. They are put in the action by the help of Lagrange multiplier
superfields [3,4].

Moreover, it is interesting to remark that Eq$.(2.4) correspond to the particular case
n = 0 of Eq. (2.3). Allowing n to take any non negative integer value, one gets a series of relaxed
hypermultiplets, namely:

2

= 0
; n > 0 . (2.5)



Eqs.(2.5) define what we have called the n-rclaxed hypermultiplets. For a given value of ti, one can
verify that u and <£+ form supermultiplets carrying respectively [ 2( n+1) (n+ 2) + 2( n+1) (n+ 2) ]
and4(n+ I)2 +4(n+ I)1] degrees of freedom. Note that the two kinds of hypermultiplets have
a 4 .m number of bosons, m some integer and are dual for the cases n = 0 and n = oo. In what
follows, we shall focuss our attention on the case n = oo. We will show that the infinitely relaxed
hypermultiplets, represented here by the unconstrained analytic superfield u and <f>*(4>*), have
the same conformal properties as the two dimensional Lorentz scalar x and spinor ^1/2(^-1/2)
fields. We will show also that these hypermultiplets offer a new realization of the Virasoro algebra.
Before that, let us describe briefly the free dynamics of the infinitely relaxed two dimensional
(4,0) hypermultiplets. As a strategy, we shall discuss in detail the case of the superfield w. Then
we extend the main results to the superiield <j>+.

2.2 The conformal model

First of all, recall that the general form of the two dimensional (4,0) supersymmetric
action reads in HS as follows

&*•<»= JdZ^diL? , (2.6)

where dZ~~ = dza du dS*d£* is the (4,0) superspace integral measure and where LJ* is the
analytic superspace Lagrangian density. It is an antiholomorphic vector superfield carrying two
Cartan charges compensating those coming from the measure.

For the infinitely relaxed HST hypermultiplet, the free Lagrangian takes the simple form

(27)

No Lagrange multiplier is needed. The superfield equation of motion of the real analytic superfield
w then reads

0. (2.8)

Eq.(2.8) is nothing else but a generalization of the standard two dimensional Laplace equation
dzdz<p = 0. Its solution therefore reads as follows

(2.9)

where the superfield X(ZA) and the chiral bosonic fieldx(z) satisfy the identities

(2.10)

Putting now the decomposition Eq.(2.9) in the superfield equation of motion Eq.(2,8), we get the
generalized Kac-Moody fields, namely

d2x(z)

D*X{ZA) , (2.11)

obeying evidently the conservation laws:

(2.12)

Note that P# and P** play a symmetric role. This symmetry already exists at the level of the
Lagrangian Eq.(2.7) and is also manifest in the solution of the Laplace Eq.(2.9). We shall often
use this (5, Zj) correspondence to derive the conformal properties along the harmonic directions
avoiding then the complexity of the harmonic analysis.

Following the standard methods of the conformal field theory, we obtain the following
conserved currents

(2.13)

(2.14)

D"Uz) = di T*{ZA) = 0

These relations show that the action Eq.(2.7) admits a large invariants, namely, the conformal sym-
metry. Eq.(2.13) represents just the Virasoro current generating the anti-analytic reparameirization
1 = !(z) of the two dimensional Euclidean space (the complex plane). The corresponding confor-
mal properties may be obtained by the help of the well-known two points correlation function

< x(zi)x(z2) > = < x(2i)x(.zj) > = -2

leading in turn to the following operator product expansion (OPE)

_t_
Z\l

(2.15)

(2.16)

where a normal ordering of the current is understood, in = h — ~z% is the distance between the
points ii and zj. It is antisymmetric in the change of arguments and is invariant under global
translations. Recall by the way that the second relation of Eqs.(2.16) is just the central extension
of the classical algebra generated by the familiar modes, Ln * -i"1"1 £ ; n 6 22:

[Ln,Lm] = ( n - m ) i w i l (2.17)

For the other conserved current T4* Eq,(2.14), we expect to have a similar situation as
the analytic superfield X( ZA) plays a symmetric role with the chiral bosonic field X( i ) . In the
next section we shall show that the quantity 7** has a conformal weight h = qfl = 2 and generates
a special kind of harmonic superspace diffeomorphisms leading to a new realization of the Virasoro
algebra.



3. THE HARMONIC DIFFEOMORPHISMS

In this section we study the HS diffeomoiphisms generated by the conserved current r 4 +

of Eq.(2.14). To start, recall that the harmonic variables u* are subject to the constraint equation

1 (3.1)

together with the identities u* • u+ = u~ • u" = 0. Then consider the one parameter set of HS
diffeomorphisms

fiu* = £ * « * , (3-2)

leaving the constraint Eq.(3.1) invariant. It is not difficult to sec that there exist two interesting
kinds of such diffeomorphisms. Those preserving the variables u~ and for which £A is equal to
A ** D~~ • All the other supercoordinates; *a, S+S+ and u+ are transformed. The other type of HS
diffeomorphisms act in the opposite way and are given by:

(3.3)

We shall show throughout this section and the next one that this last set of HS diffeomorphisms is
in one-to-one correspondence with the analytic superfield current T**. Before that, observe that
the commutation relations of the operators £A may easily be calculated and gives the following
classical algebra

[ £ A , , £ A , ] = £A, ,

Aj— = A,"" D**Aj~ - (3.4)

Eqs.(3.3) exhibit also another interesting property. They preserve the harmonic analytic-
ity which is one of the main features of the action Eq.(2.7). We have

= 0 (3.5)

Such a feature is destroyed by the HS diffeomorphisms leaving u~ invariant. Note also that in this
study, the coordinates za,6l, $1 and u+ will not play any special role. They arc not affected by the
transformation Eqs.(3.3):

&*a = 60; = 66X = 6u+ = 0 , (3.6)

and so is the differential dza.

Moreover, under the diffeomorphisms Eqs.(3.3), the harmonic derivative D** and the
superspace integral measure dZA~ transform homogeneously as shown in Appendix B.

(3.7)dZ2~ = (1 + D**A ~ ) -1

7
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so that the product dZ2~D** remains invariant. This quantity together with Eq.(3.7) have naturally
their analogues in the z sector. They should be compared with the intrinsic operator d = dzdz of
the ordinary Riemann surface.

Harmonic tensors (primary fields) 4>*(ZA) are defined in a similar way as the conformal
ones [1,8]. They are analytic superfields leaving the following form invariant:

Using now Eqs.(3.7), we get the transformation law of the harmonic tensors 4>" under the change
Eqs.(3.3):

(3.9)

(3.10)

Infinitesimally, the above law takes the simple form:

6i« = A—D**A" + r-l

showing that the conformal weight h is equal to <j/2. Tensors with integer conformal weights
(q even) will be referred to as Cartan bosons and those having half integer weights (q odd) will
be called Cartan fermions. Therefore the unconstrained superfields u> and <£+ are respectively, a
Cartan scalar and a Cartan spinor. The analytic superfield current T** is a quasiprimary tensor of
conformal weight h = q/2 = 2 as it will be shown later.

At the end of the section, we would like to point out that the variation of the action
Eq.(2.7) under the change Eq.(3.3) reads as

• / '

(3.11)

which vanishes identically due to Eqs.(3.3) and (2.14).

4. HARMONIC O.P.E.

In this study we develop the HS operator product expansion (HOPE) encoding the con-
formal properties of this theory. Other applications will be given elsewhere [9].

First of all note that on the basis of the Z^ and z correspondence observed in the end of
Section 2, the variational operator fiA generalizing 6,

&,= I dze(z) L{z) ,

of the usual conformal Aeld theory reads as follows

(4.1)

(4.2)



where C is the contour surrounding the singularity and where the Cauchy integration rules gener-
alizing the residue theorem of the complex plane analysis are given by [9]

(4.3)

for F'(<i) a non singular harmonic superfield. In the above relations, we have substituted the
analytic superspace coordinates ZA by C for simplicity of the notations. Moreover, it is interesting
to note that the quantity corresponding to In of Eqs.(2.1S) and (2.16) is given by uj1 • u?. The
latter is antisymmetric in the indices 1 and 2 and thus goes to zero when u£ goes to uj~. It is also
invariant under the following global transformations

6uf = C~ u{

fiuj = C uj (4.4)

where C is a constant ( D**C = 0) carving two [7( 1) Cartan charges [9,10]. Using now the
relation (4.2) and the integration formulas (4.3), Eq.(3.10) may be rewritten in the form

(4.5)
o,

where the HOPE of T** « i ) and ^*( f j ) is given by

(4.6)

Note that Bq.(4.6) preserves the Cartan charge. For the superfield u>, this equation reduces to

1
(4.7)

Furthermore, the HOPE of two superfield currents ^ ( C i ) and T**(&) is obtained in
a similar way. It reads as

D? , (4.8)2(u, -U2)4 (u, u^)1 (u, n 2 )

where the leading term of the above equation represents the conformal anomaly. In terms of the
superparameter A (Q, the infinitesimal variation of the superfield current T** (O may easily be
obtained by the help of Eqs.(4.2), (4.3) and (4.8). It is given by

6T*+(O = A " J T + 2(i5«A")r4+ + ~ (4.9)

This transformation rule shows that the superfield current T** is a quasi primary har-
monic tensor under the HS diffeomorphisms Eq.(3.3). The finite version of the above infinitesimal
transformation reads as follows

(4.10)

where ^^ (C . C) i s l n e H ^ realization of the Schwarzian derivan've to be discussed later.

Eqs,(4.7) and (4.8) may be also derived by using the following two point correlation
function describing the propagation along the u~ harmonic direction [9]:

This equality can be immediately guessed by the help of the ZA and z correspondence Eqs.(2.13)
and (2.14) and the correlation function Eq.(2.15) and Eqs.(3.6). Note that in the calculation of
Eqs.(4.7) and (4.8), one should use the regularized expression of the superfield current T**, namely

1
~4

lim J - f (4.12)

We end this section by discussing the anomaly free HS diffeomorphisms. The latter
constitute the subset of the transformations Eq.(3.3) obeying moreover the fotlowing constraint
equation

( £ > + + ) 3 A " = 0 . (4.13)

An interesting way of handling this harmonic differential equation is to follow Refs.9,11
and 12 by expanding A— and the current T**(Q in their Laurent series around a point
a = (z\ , 6*, $X i «*) °f the analytic superspace. To do that, first observe that as the transformations
Eqs.(3.3) leave the variable u+ unchanged, we can usually set it at a given fixed value say t.'*. The
constraint (3.1) is still valid, i.e. v* • v~ = 1 where v~ = t>+. This choice corresponds to a fixed
point a in the HS. Eqs.(3.3) then take the following new form

(4.14)

Using this notation, the Laurent expansion of A —(Q and T**(Q around the point a
exists as proved in Ref.9. It reads as

(4.15)

10



whereA+2n<a) andr - 2 n (a ) are the Laurent modes. They arc calculated by inverting Eqs.(4.15)
with the help of the harmonic integration rules Eqs,(4.3)

c.
/
c.

A—(0

(4.16)

Note that, because of the constraint Eq.(3.1), the harmonic variables u* can never be zero con-
trary to the standard analysis in the complex plane where the variable z and z can take the zero
value. Plugging now the Laurent expansion of A — in Eq.(4.13) we then get the anomaly free
transformation parameter.

A — ( 0 = A ~ ( a ) + ( t t - -v- )

which is at most quadratic in the harmonics u~.

(4.17)

5. THE VIRASORO ALGEBRA

We start this discussion by remarking that the conformal algebra corresponding to Eq.(2.17)
is generated by the following realization of the Laurent modes T~2*, n e 2L

r - 1 - = - ( u - - O " " 1 i > + + . (5.i)

Indeed, using the identity D**(vT - v~) = 1, one can easily show that the algebra of the modes
T~2n is given by;

L •* , J ] = (T> — T/IJT1 . (5 .2 )

This is an infinite Lie algebra which coincides with the algebra Eq.(2.15) by making the correspon-
dence

• z-0

>djdz. (5.3)

Moreover, using Eqs.(4.8) and (4.16) and the Cauchy integration formulas in HS, we obtain after
some straightforward calculations the central extended algebra "'of the Laurent modes J1-2":

(5.4)

*> It should be noted here that the Virasoro generators are given by the leading term of the ̂ -expansions
of the superfield current T**.

11

** ;W> in- >r* -

as already mentioned in Section 2. The harmonic derivative D** = d** - 2 6X8X 9z may be viewed
as a generalization of the holomorphic derivative dz- The 50(2) ~ (7(1) Lorentz charges carried
by dz are replaced by the two [/(1) Cartan charges carried by the harmonic derivative D**. This
explains also the presence of the coefficient 2 in the Laurent modes of the superfield current T**.

Note finally that the anomaly free subalgebra, n = 0, ± 1 of the Virasoro algebra Eq.(5.4)
is given by

(5.5)

This is an 517(2) algebra written in the Cartan basis. 2T* is therefore the Cartan charge operator
counting the Caitan charges carried by the Laurent modes T2m. We have:

(5.6)

T° plays therefore the same role as the zero mode operator La in the theory of the bosonic string.
It gives the conformal weight values.

,T—\ =-IT

6. THE SCHWARZIAN DERIVATIVE

From the study developed in Section 4, we learned that the infinitesimal form of the
Schwarzian derivative is

S4+(C,C + £C) = - § - ^ 3 A - - ( C ) . (6.1)

We give hereafter the finite version of this conformal anomaly. The method of calculation is once
more based on the correspondence existing between the ZA and I sectors Eqs,(2.7), (2.S) and (2.9).
Starting from the finite transformation of the superfield current T** Eq.(4.10) and performing two
successive HS diffeomorphisms Q —•• <i ( Ci) —> £j ( £2), we find the following group property

(6-2)

where (u^' • £>i + u^) is the Jacobian of the transformation £1 —• C2(Ci)- Bq.(6.2) looks like the
group property of the N = 0 standard conformal anomaly of the z sector, namely

whose solution reads as [1]

a(z,z) = ( * / * ) - j ( « / * ) .

12

(6.3)

(6.4)



The quantity z' = (<£z\di) is the Jacobian of the transformation 1 = 5( z) and I" and 1'" are their
first and second derivatives. Using the I and Z& correspondence, we can immediately write down
the Schwarzian derivative S** (Ci, (2 ) we are looking for. It is given by

or equivalently by setting ii = u + u+A

12\l + tf"A "}• (6-6)
L — 2

which reduces to Eq.(6.1) for infinitesimal transformations.

To check the property described by Eq.(6.2), one uses Eq.(6.5) and the following relations

(6.7)

together with the useful form of the Schwarzian derivative

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we showed that the infinitely relaxed HST and FS hypermultiplets have sim-
ilar conformal properties as the two dimensional Lorentz scalar and spinor fields, respectively. The
study has been performed in the context of d = 2 harmonic supcrspace Eqs.(2.1) and (2.2) where
the conformal transformations are given by the one parameter HS diffeomorphisms preserving the
constraint equation u* • u" = 1 Eqs.(3.3). Among our results, the obtention of a new conformal
model which reads for the HST superfield u> as

Slu] (7.1)

This model admits moreover a d - 1 off shell ( 4 , 0 ) supersymmetry. The conformal current T**
generating the HS diffeomorphisms Eqs.(3.3) is an analytic superfield carrying four U( 1) Cartan
charges. It is a quasiprimary field obeying the following harmonic superspace OPE

(7.2)

13

which can be checked from the realization of T4 + Eq.(4,12) and the following relations

( l)w(2) > = - 2

U, -ttj
(7.3)

Eq.(7.2) gives a new realization of the Virasoro algebra other than that obtained from the two dimen-
sional Lorentz scalars and spinors. All conformal quantities of interest in the standard conformal
field theory have their analogous in our model.

The infinitely relaxed FS hypermultiplet tf>* Eq.(2.5) and its conjugate ^+ have similar
conformal properties as the two dimensional heterotic Lorentz spinors V>_) /2 and ̂ -1/2 • The action
of the corresponding model reads as

(7.4)

(7.5)

The conserved conformal current T** is realized in terms of </>+ and 4>* as follows

2

which should be put in correspondence with the spinor contribution of the d = 2 ( 2 , 0 ) super-
conformal field theory. The two points correlation function describing the propagation in the u~
harmonic direction is given by

(7.6)

The conformal transformation rule of 4>* can be read from the following harmonic superspace OPE

2) J £>r̂ (2) + . y
(u, «2) J (ut tij

showing then that the conformal weight /i of i/>+ is /> = g/2 = 1/2 .

(7.7)

In the end, we would like to point out that from this study one learns that the so-called hy-
permultiplet duality transformations are a kind of Cartan bosonization. Details on this equivalence
property and other general features will be examined in a future occasion.
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APPENDIX A

1. The d = 2 (4 ,0 ) HS in the central basis (CB)

Points in this superspace are parametrized by the supeicoordinates
(Z;i) = (z,6f,8t,u*;z) where

u + i - « - = l , u+'ut = u ^ u - = 0 . (-4.1)

The upper indices ( ± ) carried by the 9's and the u's arc called [/(1) Cartan charges. These charges
usually appear as contravariant indices for all [/(1) Caitan tensors used in our paper. The lower
index (+) carried by the fl's is the 5 0 ( 2 ) ~ U( 1) two dimensional Lorentz charge. Lorentz
charges usually appear as covariant indices.

The harmonic superspace derivatives in the CB are

D*+ ..*. a

DI = ~ - $i

D- = -^= + etdz

9 *„

and their supeicommutators

ID",£»*] = DZ,[D—,D*_\

(A.2)

r] = bi (A3)

all others vanish.

2. The analytic basis (AB)

The analytic superspace is a subspace of the harmonic superspace Eq.(l). Points in this
subsupeispace arc parametrized *S{ZA,Z) where ZA has the form

{A A)

15

This superspace which we call sometimes also the harmonic superspace is stable under the harmonic
conjugation^ (*) 15], where ( - ) and* are respectively the standard complex and the C/(l) Cartan
conjugations.

The interesting feature of the analytic basis is that one can realize d = 2 (4 ,0 ) super-
symmetry on just the subspace Eq.(4). The new supcrderivatives corresponding to Eqs.(2) read
as

t = -d/de;
D*_ - -

Eqs.(3), however, remain the same.
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APPENDIX B

Recall that the harmonic variables û ~ and u~ = u*' carry four real degrees of freedom.
Define u+< • uj~ = r, then we can write the pure harmonic differential operator as

(B.I)

where D**,D— and D° are given by Eqs.(l) and where

dr** = u* • eJu+,dr~ = - i T - du~, di° = - ( u + • du~

dr - u + • du~ — u~ • d u + = ii( u + • u~) •

Moreover, the form volume dV in the u* space, namely

dV = d«

may be written by the help of Eqs.(B.2) as follows

1
dV = j dr** /\dr— Adi0 Adr .

« • » >

(S.3)

(54)

Using now the constraint equation w+ u" = r = 1, the volume of the resulting SU(2) ~ S 3

sphere reads as

du** I dV fi(r — 1) at — dr** A dr A dr* . (B.5)
J 4

Finally, performing the HS diffeomorphisms Eqs.(3.3), one can easily verify the follow-
ing transformations rules

A— )D**

(B6)
iind

dr~ = (1 + D**A—)dT~ - (D~A— - A — 2)dr**
Qlf ^ C** ^ A. (IT t flT" 5s (LT

leaving Eq.(B.l) invariant [13,14],

Putting Eqs.(B.7) in Eq.(B.S), one finds the transformation rule of du, namely

(5.8)

Finally, using Eqs.(3.6) it is not difficult to sec that the HS volume form dZ^~ transforms
in the same way.
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